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We sing our songs a little differently though, because not only do we want you to remember these old tunes for the sake
of history and heritage, we want you to get to know and feel comfortable with the language of science.

I came across this program many years ago, about 10 actually. I first used Lyrical Life Science- Volume 3
with my two oldest children. I liked it so much that I am using it again with my youngest. What makes this
program shine is most definitely the music. It is simply fantastic and so well done. We listen to it whenever we
ride in the car; it seems effortless learning. The more we listen and memorize the songs, the more we learn
about our bodies. Lyrical Life Science includes text, workbook and CD. The songs are so much fun because
they really capture you and are so very witty. For example the first track on the skeletal system begins: The
songs give your brain an easy way to remember and familiarize yourself with new info. Geology The lyrics
have been put to familiar song tunes, many of which are cleverly selected to fit the body system. In addition,
they are extremely well performed. Musically, it is simply exceptional! Be sure to listen to a sample. OK, so it
is a little wacky maybe even goofy. The idea is that through the learning of the lyrics to these songs your child
will learn all the vocabulary terms and the meanings behind them, therefore memorizing both the material
presented in the chapter and making connections mentally to the new information. I am simply amazed at the
amount of information in each song. Once you get the lyrics down, you have mastered the basis of content in
each chapter. Listen to songsâ€” on CD. Fully summarizes the text information in a witty, fun, and well
performed manner. Read the text-The text explains the lyrics and presents the lessons in written format. It
includes the sheet music and numerous line drawings and diagrams. Complete the workbook pages-There are
three workbook pages per chapter. Inside the text you will find wonderful diagrams and line drawings. The
material is high level and is not required knowledge for that grade level. Especially the written answers may
be too hard for a younger child. For high school it could be used as a supplement or part of a biology or
anatomy course and is particularly helpful in learning terms and vocabulary. This makes it an ideal program
for use with multiple ages, everyone grasping the material at their own ability. By that I mean that everyone
starts together, all ages starting with music, and as your instruction increases in difficulty younger children are
dismissed as appropriate. Using the program this way may unfold like this: Older children follow lyrics in text
while younger listen and color body pages. Once music is covered younger children are dismissed. With
middle school and high school students you might continue with reading the text together and on some days
doing workbook pages. Finally high school students continue independently with other parts of their biology
or anatomy course. The text covers the human body in eleven main body systems:
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Although originally wirtten for sixth graders, the content reflects some of what we find in typical high school life science
texts. Whatever level you choose to use these for, they remain supplements rather than comprehensive courses.

Lyrical Learning audio science programs. Text, CD or tape, and workbook. Published by Lyrical Learning.
Doug and Dorry Eldon, authors of the Lyrical Learning series, have written new lyrics for familiar songs to
teach children science concepts. Singer Bobby Horton Homespun Confederate Songs of America performs the
"traditional, patriotic, and camp tunes of long ago" in a light country style in most cases and adds humor with
his presentation. Each set comes with a CD or tape, a text of around pages, and a workbook of about 45 pages.
The texts follow a simple format, but are loaded with information. The musical score and lyrics for the song
appear first. Next come several pages of details about the topic and numerous line drawings. At the end of the
book, there are sources for more information, a bibliography, reproducible pages of lyrics, and an index. The
workbooks also have an easy-to-understand format. Each song has two to three worksheets with the topics of
"lyrics," "objective," and "essay. The essay section asks the pupil to give longer answers and to dig deeper
with questions that require him to draw conclusions from the material. A complete answer key is in the back
of the book. Line drawings appear periodically in the workbooks. While not specifically Christian in content,
the Lyrical Learning program avoids controversial topics in science. Evolution is not addressed, and the "old
earth" versus "young earth" discussion is also by-passed. Four volumes of Lyrical Learning, three life science
and one earth science, are currently available. Lyrical Life Science Volume 1 -- Volume 1 begins at the
beginning -- with the scientific method and general divisions of living things. Songs on invertebrates,
cold-blooded vertebrates, and birds address the more familiar animals, while songs on algae, fungi, protozoa,
viruses, and bacteria teach the smaller life forms. DNA is briefly introduced in one song about genetics.
Lyrical Life Science Volume 2 -- Volume 2 is devoted almost entirely to mammals with just three of the
sixteen songs, "Ecology" two songs and "Biomes," addressing other subjects. Thirteen songs break down the
mammals into groups like carnivores, primates, rodents, bats, whales, and sirenians. An introductory song is
followed by songs about the skeletal, muscular, nervous, sensory, reproductive, digestive, excretory,
circulatory, lymphatic, respiratory, and endocrine systems. The final song is a short one about "Ologies"
meaning "the study of. The developing fetus is described by trimester. A physician provided technical support
for this volume. Lyrical Earth Science Volume 1 -- Volume 1 of earth science introduces geology. Seventeen
songs provide information on the crust of the earth: Specific topics include earthquakes, volcanoes, minerals,
types of rocks, erosion, glaciers, and groundwater. An additional song explains topographic maps. A mixture
of tunes that one recognizes by sound rather than name and old favorites such as "Wabash Cannonball" and
"Anchors Away" are on this audio. There is no song to teach the geologic column or any reference to age
besides the word "past," so it should not be objectionable to "young earth" Christians. The Lyrical Learning
programs are outstanding! Recommended for middle school ages, the material provides an excellent
introduction for all students. Younger children may not understand all concepts but learning by singing will
allow them to recall it later. Older students, and even parents, are likely to find information new to them. The
texts provide a concise overview of topics with enough illustrations to be appealing, but not overwhelming.
The workbooks are straightforward, but provide a grading opportunity that is needed for those homeschoolers
who are required to keep portfolios. While some of the words of a few songs are slightly difficult to
understand, the lyrics sheets overcome this issue. The sound effects and different instruments add depth to
these well-known tunes. Lyrical Learning programs provide a fun way to cover as much science as your child
needs before high school and a superb supplement for older students. We love the Lyrical Learning sets in our
home! The addition of the Lyrical Earth Science set made my geologist husband happy. This is one of the few
companies that produces learning songs that we continue to sing with pleasure, and that the children will listen
to without prodding. Lyrical Learning is a "must own" product.
Chapter 3 : Home - Lyrical Learning
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Lyrical Life Science, Vol. 1 [Doug C. Eldon, Dorry Eldon, Eric Altendorf, Bobby Horton] on calendrierdelascience.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This entertaining and award-winning tape and text set combines foundational
scientific information with old-time traditional tunes.

Chapter 4 : Lyrical Life Science- Volume 3 The Human Body - The Curriculum Choice
Tri-Pack $ Add to cart 4-Pack $ Add to cart Lyrical Life Science Volume 1: Bacteria to Birds - Textbook $ Add to cart
Lyrical Life Science Volume 1: Bacteria to Birds - Workbook.

Chapter 5 : Dorry Eldon (Author of Lyrical Life Science)
Lyrical Life Science is a great book for learning about the human body. They go into detail for each of the parts and
systems, and do so with songs that help reinforce the concepts and information for help with retention.

Chapter 6 : Lyrical Life Science Volume 3: The Human Body: Songs for TeachingÂ® Educational Children's
Find great deals on eBay for lyrical life science. Shop with confidence.

Chapter 7 : Lyrical life science ( edition) | Open Library
The musically and lyrically rich sound recording and text sets found in these Lyrical Life Science programs use humor as
well as challenges to help students learn about various science subjects.

Chapter 8 : Vascular Plants: Song Lyrics and Sound Clip
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 9 : Homeschool calendrierdelascience.com :: Review of Lyrical Learning Audio Science Programs
The first track from Lyrical Life Science Volume 1, written by Doug Eldon and performed by Bobby Horton. No copyright
infringement intended. For more informa.
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